A structural similarity analysis of double-helical DNA.
A database of the structural properties of all 32,896 unique DNA octamer sequences has been calculated, including information on stability, the minimum energy conformation and flexibility. The contents of the database have been analysed using a variety of Euclidean distance similarity measures. A global comparison of sequence similarity with structural similarity shows that the structural properties of DNA are much less diverse than the sequences, and that DNA sequence space is larger and more diverse than DNA structure space. Thus, there are many very different sequences that have very similar structural properties, and this may be useful for identifying DNA motifs that have similar functional properties that are not apparent from the sequences. On the other hand, there are also small numbers of almost identical sequences that have very different structural properties, and these could give rise to false-positives in methods used to identify function based on sequence alignment. A simple validation test demonstrates that structural similarity can differentiate between promoter and non-promoter DNA. Combining structural and sequence similarity improves promoter recall beyond that possible using either similarity measure alone, demonstrating that there is indeed information available in the structure of double-helical DNA that is not readily apparent from the sequence.